Section S8. Quantitative computation of I edge Section S9. Raman spectra in other types of edge sites Section S10. Raman spectra from the MoS 2 powder and dispersion samples Table S1 . Raman tensors and intensity expressions of layered materials at high frequency range. Fig. S1 . Cross-sectional image of the electromagnetic field of the E 1g Raman signal. The scattered E 1g signal can be simulated by placing an oscillating dipole that generates an electromagnetic field polarized in the z direction, as shown in fig. S1 . The Raman signal propagates along the xy plane, is soon reabsorbed by the MoS 2 itself, and therefore cannot be collected or detected. A similar analysis is applicable to other forbidden modes of layered materials.
Fig. S1
. Cross-sectional image of the electromagnetic field of the E 1g Raman signal.
The Raman signal is polarized in the z direction, propagates in the xy plane, and is soon reabsorbed by the MoS 2 itself. Therefore, the E 1g signal cannot be collected or detected in the back-scattering configuration. 
Section S6. Analysis on the edge phonons
Similar to the surface phonons of a solid, edge phonons of layered materials arise from the abrupt termination of the crystal structure at a surface (26, 34) . The edge phonons are generated by the reconstructed atomic lattice at the edge, and they exhibit distinct characteristics from phonons in the body region. Direct observation of edge phonons is hard to achieve, because of the small number of atoms at the reconstructed edge. A recent work has reported the detection of the B 1g and B 1 3g modes of BP from the edge region, and attributed the newly detected modes to edge phonons (26). However, there are noteworthy discrepancies between the experimental observations and edge phonons:
1． Edge phonons result from the reconstructed atomic lattice at the edge. The phonon frequency is sensitive to the atomic structure (35), and even a slight strain will cause a giant Raman shift (36). Because the armchair and zigzag edges have entirely different structures (37, 38), the phonon frequencies of the two types of edges should be quite different. However, in all experimental observations, the Raman peaks that appear at the armchair edges and zigzag edges have the same peak positions, which correspond identically to the forbidden Raman modes.
2． Compared with the body region, the reconstructed edge is more like an amorphous phase. Consequently, edge modes or surface modes in the Raman spectra should exhibit much broader peak widths than those from the body region (39). The fullwidth-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the surface Raman modes in previous observations was up to tens of cm -1 , much broader than the normal bulk Raman modes (a few cm -1 ) (39, 40) . However, in the present work, we found the FWHM of the forbidden Raman peaks detected from the edge region to be similar to the normal peaks from the body region (a few cm -1 ). Therefore, the forbidden Raman peaks detected from the edge region cannot be produced by edge phonons.
3．
The reconstructed edge has quite a complex structure, which results in a chaotic mixture of vibration modes (26). Using a density-functional theory ( In the manuscript, we qualitatively explained why the edges permit the forbidden Raman modes. In principle, the intensity of the Raman peak at the edge is also quantitatively predictable with finite element simulation. The computation method is indicated by steps in fig. S6A :
Step 1: Simulate the electric field distribution of the incident light, and obtain electric field as a function of position coordinate, E i(x',y',z') = (E ix , E iy , E iz ) (x', y', z') , where E ix , E iy , E iz are the three electric field components, and (x', y', z') are the space coordinates;
Step 2: The electric field E i(x',y',z') interacts with the lattice vibration, and generates an
, where R is the Raman tensor;
Step 3: Simulate the electromagnetic field generated by the oscillating dipole μ (x', y', z') .
The light intensity generated from the dipole, I Raman (dx',dy',dz'), is collected within the acceptance cone. The acceptance cone is determined by the numerical aperture of the objective lens;
Step 4: Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 with various (x', y', z'), and obtain the overall intensity by integrating I Raman (dx',dy',dz') all around inside the layered material. (I Raman is integrabel as the scattered Raman light is incoherent.) The above calculation steps are based on the classical Raman scattering theory.
Further quantum calculations are required to obtain the exact value of the Raman tensor R. Using this method, we predict the intensity of the forbidden E 1g from the MoS 2 edges, and shows how it changes with the thickness of the layered material flake. As is shown in fig. S6B , the Raman intensity increase with the thickness and reaches a maximum at around 150 nm. The Raman intensity is largely affected by the resonance. Layered material flake with certain thickness acts as the resonate cavity, strengthening the electromagnetic field. It should be noted that we had to adopt some simplifications during the computation: (1) The cross profile of the edge has been simplified as orthogonal, while real edge surfaces might be curvy and complex. (2) It takes a huge amount of computation resources to finish the integration of Step 4 with a 3D model. We had to simplify to the 2D model and replace the boundary condition out-of-plane "electrical point dipole" with "current line (out of plane)", and lost the comparability and validity to some degree.
Section S9. Raman spectra in other types of edge sites
Since the presence of edge-permitted Raman bands substantially result from the sudden change of the refractive index at the edge region, similar analysis should be applicable for the edge site (or grain boundaries) of polycrystalline layered materials, where the change of refractive index also possibly occurs.
We firstly discuss the modeling for the edge sites of polycrystalline BP. BP is a type of birefringent crystal. The dielectric tensor and the refractive tensor of BP are respectively. The mismatch of the crystalline orientation across the edge site result in the change of refractive dielectric. Figure S7 shows the incident light and scattered light at the edge site of polycrystalline BP. The orientation of the left BP grain is set as [zigzag=x, armchair=y] , and the orientation of right BP grain is denoted as [zigzag=x, armchair=y] .
It is seen that the electromagnetic field of both the incident light and the scattered light are distorted, which is similar to the case of MoS 2 edge discussed in the main manuscript (Fig. 5) . Figure S7A indicates that when the incident light is polarized in x (perpendicular to the edge site), the z-polarized component |E z | stems from the edge region; fig. S7B indicates that when the incident light is polarized in y (parallel to the edge site), the polarization direction remains unchanged; fig. S7C indicates that the electromagnetic field of the scattered light is distorted and propagates divergently at the edge region. A portion of the scattered light propagates along the z direction with the polarization direction of x. Secondly, in contrast with BP, MoS 2 (and other 2H-phase TMDCs) has an isotropic inplane refractive index. Therefore, flat MoS 2 polycrystal is expected to have homogeneous refractive index distribution. However, if the thickness of the flakes changes across the edge sites, similar analysis will be applicable and the electromagnetic field will be distorted, as shown in fig. S8A , B, and C. Raman spectra map across the edge site of BP.
We carried Raman spectroscopy on the MoS 2 and BP samples to validate the model shown in fig. S8 , in which the flake thickness changes at the edge sites. The Raman spectra map is obtained by scanning across such edge site of MoS 2 and BP, as shown in fig. S8D , E, and F. The intensities of the observed forbidden Raman modes from such edge sites are very weak. The E 1g mode of MoS 2 and only the B 1g mode of BP are seen at the edge sites.
Section S10. Raman spectra from the MoS 2 powder and dispersion samples
The forbidden Raman mode is also detectable from the powder and dispersion samples.
For the MoS 2 powder sample, MoS 2 was firstly exfoliated with the chemical intercalation method in the Li solution, and then repeatedly rinsed and dried to obtain the powder. The
MoS 2 dispersion sample was obtained by exfoliating MoS 2 using the ultrasonic resonance, lithiation should be avoided to prevent the 2H -1T phase transition in the solution. We carried macro Raman spectroscopy on the MoS 2 powder and dispersion samples. As shown in fig. S9 , in addition to the E 2g and A 1g Raman bands, the E 1g band is also observed. Note that the intensity of the E 1g mode from the dispersion sample is much weaker than that from the powder sample. The reason might be (1) the dispersing agent has a higher refractive index than the air. Therefore, the light distortion at the MoS 2 edges in the dispersion agent is weaker than the MoS 2 /air interface in the powdered sample. (2) The twisting and folding of MoS 2 flakes in the dispersion might be eased compared to the powdered sample, reducing the population of edge sites. 
